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ABSTRACT. In thi.s paper cxpres-.ion.s are derived for the cour.se of energy levels 
at the point of intersection of two mutually perturbing molecular electronic stales. The 
method of treatment is given in detail and applied to the perturbation *2—tn.
I N T R 0  D U C J' I O N
Calculation of perturbations lias Iieen carried out by a number of 
investigators previously for the cases of perturbations between singlet- 
singlet, singlet-triplet, triplet-triplet and doublet-doublet terms. The 
method employed by these investigatois, chief of whom are Ittmann (ig3i), 
Budb and Koviics (1938, 1939] is invariably the wave mechanical treatment 
given by Krbnig (igaS) and Van Vleck (1929). Budb and Koviics (1939) 
have extended this work for higher multiplicity terms in their calculation 
for the perturbation of a "‘S  term by a second term.
In this seiies of papers the writer proposes to present the results of 
perturbation calculations for certain electronic teims such as 
*II—*11, *2 — * n—■‘n  ami between those of higher multiplicity like 
quintets, sextets etc. The importance of these calculations arises on account 
of the possibility of detecting such terms in the band spectra of the halides and 
oxides of the heavier elements, Yt, Ta, Cr, Mn, etc. which are under 
investigation by the author and others in this laboratory.
31
T II H 0 R Y
The wave mechanical tieatmcnt of the diatomic molecule was given 
simultaneously by Van Vleck and Krbnig. The wave-function ^ of a 
diatomic molecule with moving nuclei is given by the equation
H . - h-
8»r*illr*
+ cosec“tf -B 'jV -^ o  ... (i)
5u)
where H„ is the Hamiltonian of a stationary molecule and the other symbols 
have their usual significance. This equation cannot be readily solved as 
it is, but if certain small terms are neglected it can be split up iuto^he 
product of three functions 0, R and m, of which 0 is the solution of the wave 
equation for a stationary diatomic molecule, R is the vvave-fuuction satisfying
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the equation of vibration of the nuclei while u is the wave-function satisfying 
the equation of a symmetric top. The neglected terms are
hH col^(Px—iPyP,-iP,P„)  + a cosec^Po—  + 2l \ ^
Qio dfi8ir*Mr*
and the high frequency part of the expression
h"
(P.* + P , V - a r ^ 'dr










The neglected parts can now be taktii into consideration by means of a 
perturbation calculation, treating the eteclroiiic wave-functions «/> as the 
unperturbed functions. The different tyiies of the finer interaction terms 
when taken as the perturbing terms give rise to the different correction 
terms like A-doubling, spin-splitting in 2  states etc. The same procedure 
can also be applied for the case of the inegular ])crturbations occasioned 
by the accidental crossing or the very near approach of two unperturbed 
wave-functions.
Van Vleck, in his work referred to above, has given expressions for the 
matrix elements of the total Hamiltonian formed with the unperturbed 
eigenfunctions (fi. They are
H"(n, t;, a , S  ; n, i), A , ± i) =  J l f/ f/ + i) ± i)
H°(n, V, A , S ;  w, r , A ± 1 ,  ^)-2{BLp)(n,  v, A \ n ,v,  A ± i)
[ / ( /  +  l ) ~ i h l 2 ± i ) ] ' / ‘^  . . .  (4)
H°(n, V, A ,S  ;n v, A  ±1. 2 T  i) = +2BL<,)(n, v, A ; w, v, A
± i)[S (S  + i)-S fS T i)]* /2
A , S ;  n'. x?', A , 2 j =  (/^n, v, A  ; n', v \  A)
Here n^n*,  while the diagonal terms are given, by
Cin, V, A \ n ,v ,  A) + Ain, V, A ; n, v, A) A S  + i)
-12'^ + S ( S + i ) - S ’']  ... (5)
where in case of 2  states the factor (Kramer's spin-spin intei action term) 
e[35* ~ 5 (S + i)] is also to be added. The rest of the matrix elements vanish. 
In all these matrix elements the phase factors are omitted as, for the 
purpose of the calculations presented in this paper, only the squares of the 
absolute values of these matrix elements {i,c , =  | //»*!’ ) are necessary.
However, it is to be remembered that
Ly{n, S) -  ( - 1) SL,( ~ n ,  2 )  and )
L„(A. A ' ) = M - A , - A ' )  {or A , A'¥»o 1 
where the S in the exponent is even or odd according as the S state under 
consideration is positive or negative.
It can be seen from the above matrix elements that they connect terms 
with A lls.o, ± ia n d A A = o , ± i and tliere are no matrix elements between
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terms of different multiplicities. Hence the observed perturbations between  
tei ms of different multiplicities cannot be explained by this means. This is 
because in the above calculations the interaction between the orbital and spin
moments of the individual electrons [which is given by 5ai(b5j)J is neglected. 
If this interaction is taken into consideration, it will not only alter the 
energies ii.e., the diagonal terms) by the small amount/I A S ,  but also 
change the unperlurhed wave-functions slightly so that the new wave- 
functions are linear combinations of the old unperturbed wave-functions.
> f
iSince the matrix elements of connect terms with ^ A = o ,  ± i ,
A.S =  o, ± i  and A 12==o, all sucli terms have to be considered in taking the 
linear combinations. Thus, for example, for p can be written
(? )
where the unperturbed functions are denoted by </> ’ and the perturbed ones 
by 0, and the dots denote the other terms. Tlie constanls r are given by 
equations of the type
/  ^ " 1) s  (,si)<{>^ { ‘ I h)d T (S)
It can also be noted that for the first order of approximation C can be put 
equal to zero while second power terms in r can always be neglected wherever 
they cccur. Using these perturbed wavL-fuiictions tlic matrix elements of 
H are given as linear co nbinalions of the above unperturbed inatiix elements 
11 ,^ Thus, for example, the following matrix elements can be written down 
from equation (7) iU^ d similar equations for (p (''^4) and <p( J^li).
n i 4) =  7,H ‘'(=:S4, (‘24/‘ il4  + “r3r4H (‘ LI4, ^A 4) + ... M
=^ H4) =  H''(^2 4 , -114)4.;,//^(^114, ’^ A4)+  ... (gb)
Here r, are the approximate mean values of r^ . In equations of the type 
(ga) second order terms in r can be neglected while in equations of tlie type 
igb) even first order terms in r can be neglected.
Once the matrix cl..nients connecting the different states under consi­
deration have been determined, the secular equation can be easily formed 
and the perturbed energies obtained by solving the same. The method of 
solving the secular equation is explained in detail for the perturbation case 
*2 —HI discussed in this paper; for the others the main results alone are 
reported.
C .\ h C U  U A T I 0  N S A N D  R K S IT L T S
The different scales that have to be taken into consideration for the 
-.HlperlurlwUionare *2-^, HIr,/2, '‘njj/2, HI4, n'-a/a, I I ' - 4,
ir^. where by I I  and I I ' are repicseiiled the slates with A positive and negative
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respectively. In this as well as in all other cases of perturbations the 
secular equation formed with wave-functions of this type can always be 
split up into two lo.ver order equations under the transformation of these 
wave-functions into new functions an4 ^2' such that
A , - 2)1 (
... (10)
The new wave-functions and tpj are identical with the Kronig symmetric 
and antisymmetric functions and possess the property that they go over into 
themselves (either with or without a change of sign) under reflection at the 
origin of aU the coordinates concerned. In all the calculations below all the 
matrix elements will be given only after* such a transformation has been 
effected. Numbering the new eigenfunctions from i to to with the first 
two representing the S  states, the various matrix elements are obtained as 
follows :
IV^ =  PF? =  /iv(S, II) + Bn [/(/ + I) -  V 1 + IFS = IFg = fev(S, H)
+ Bn[/(7 + i) + J ]  + M
IFJJ =  ryg =  /rv(S, H; + Bn[/(/  + I) + V ] - -  I V =  /*v(2, I I )
+ Bn[/(/-f-i) + | ] ~ p
=  i o = v  7 «n(/ + i)
'[ i± ( - iP ] 0 » v ^ ( /  +  i K / - i )
‘ [ i  ± (  -  +
H ,% ^ o and
=  10
=  [ ± l  +  ( - l ) ^ ] / ' a
- m . j o = H ) p o
H b"»
=  [ l ± (- l) -]fM i-^ 2 (/  <-4)}
H O 19
here 02» Mi t^nd are constants independant of / and depending only on 
the electronic structure of the molecule.
With these matrix elements the loth order secular determinant breaks 
up into two 6fth order determinants, each of which can be separately equated 
to zero. These determinants are identical in ali respects except that one 
of these contains only positive terms while the other contains only the 
negative terms for each /. Hence only one of these is solved here since 
exactly similar eq utions apply to the other case also,
2—1852P—6
The form of this secular determinant is
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■'i: ( w ' l  -  IV 0 H A JT
0 ;: w ^ ^ - \ v H A 0 0
\ V ^ - \ V H A 0
0 H r ?4 ^  r»«
1 Hf?, ; 0 0 H  0“  Gr> -  w
(12)
Now we transform this matrix with a unitary matrix S so that in the 
transformed matrix =  th e '*11 portion becomes diagonal. The
eigenvalues of the "*11 state in the general inlennediate case of coupling are 
given by Brandt (1936;. If these are denoted by and W\^
then the elements of S are given by
= (*, fe = 3. 4. 5. 6) -j
- n r 3 - i F * ) [ ( r r , - r r * ) ( i r « - i K , ) - 3 ( / + . ] ) = j  I (13)
S:,k =  2 [ { J - W  + - 2 ) V > V V ' s - l V , ) { W ' , - W , )
Further S n  =  i  and the remaining elem ents of S are zero. If th e '‘H  state 
belongs to case (a) the S  m atrix becomes a unit m atrix, while if it belongs 
com pletely to case (b) coupling the S m atrix is given by
/ 3(2; + 3)(n ;-3)V  
\  i 6 J U j - i )  )
/ LH +sM .+ji V
V 16/(2/~i) /
w +s)*
\I /-Fi) / \ i6(^+i )(2/+i )
W  ^ (H+3X2/-7)* ^
/ \l^(/+l) (2/+l)(2/-Iiy
/ 3(2/+s)f2/ + 3) (2/ - 3)\
yih(/n) (2/+i)(V/-i)y
(  %{2f+i)\* {  W - 3)* V
\  16/ /  \ i6(2./ + i)/ /
/ V
\  l6!2/ + 3)(2/ f  I)//
/ }(2j +  S)UJ-i){2j~3) 
\ i6(2/ + 3)(2/+x)/
/  2/+5 \ * / 3W +5) V
\ i 6 { J  + j) J
(  3(*/KS'(3/ - i A* 
ly+i)/
/ (2j - i ) ( 2; - 3) y  
\I&l2j  + 3)(/+l)/
After the transfoi mation the secular equation can be represented by
W i - W  H , , H „  Hx, Hio
0 0 0
H.X 0 PKx-JT 0 0 = 0
H m 0 0 0
H ,i 0 0 0
where H n —S*k4H^4 + S* *5 H ?3+ S » *oH ? o. and H « = H *«
(15)
Now it can be shown that at the crossing point of two levels (say, the 
levels t and k) the effect of all matrix elements except those directly connect­
ing these levels {H ,t  and H *.) is negligible. Hence for the calculation of 
the perturbed energy values in the immediate neighbourhood of the crossing 
point of two levels it will be suflicieut to diagonalise just this part of the 
secular determinant. Thus we have for the perturbed energy W  t and W\
W'i
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+ Hi (i6)
For the present purpose i =  i and /t =  3, 4, 5, 6.
On solving the second determinantal equation the same final equation 
will be obtained except that here ? ”  2 and /o =  7, 8, q, 10. Thus we see that 
one set of the A components of tlie MI stale are perturbed only by one 
component of the ^2 state, while the other set of the MI components arc per- 




A  diagrammatic representation of ibis case is given in figure i, where the 
energy levels W are plotted against /(/-t-i). The figure is not drawn to 
scale but the relative magnitudes of the various peitiirbations are qualitatively 
correct. The thin lines represent the unpcrtuibed levels while the thick 
lines represent the perturbed levels.
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